Circulating LncRNA Serve as Fingerprint for Gestational Diabetes Mellitus Associated with Risk of Macrosomia.
Fetal macrosomia and its associated complications are the most frequent and serious morbidities for infants associated with gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM). The aim of this study was to evaluate the lncRNAs involvement in GDM, especially for the prediction of risk for fetal overgrowth. The peripheral blood obtained from four group including healthy control (NC), healthy volunteers with pregnancy (NC-P), GDM patients with and without macrosomia were screened by lncRNA microarray and validated by quantitative real-time PCR (RT-qPCR) arranged in the training and a two-stage validation sets. The positive and negative prediction ability for candidate lncRNAs were analyzed by risk score analysis. A multiple venny analysis was performed revealed five candidate lncRNA including XLOC_014172, RP11-230G5.2, PCBP1-AS1, LOC149086 and RP11-160H22.5 which was consistence with the following parameter: i, increased in GDM patients with macrosomia (GDM-M) comparing with patients without macrosomia; ii, increased in GDM-M comparing with NC-P group; iii, increased in GDM-M comparing with NC. Further validation found XLOC_014172 and RP11-230G5.2 was final consistence with these parameter in 150 samples each group. Further receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) analysis, with the combined two stably expressed lncRNAs indicated a high diagnostic ability an area under ROC curve value (AUC) of 0.955 and 0.962 in training set and validation set respectively. Circulating XLOC_014172 and RP11-230G5.2 may act as novel biomarkers in GDM patients as fingerprint for the risk of macrosomia outcome.